Mine
vs. Lake

The path to prosperity is littered with mines
Written by Cameron Bossert & Michael Egden

Mine vs. Lake
Taseko Mines is a Canadian miner and refiner of copper and gold. One of the company’s upcoming projects, dubbed ‘Prosperity’, is
very financially promising. The project has the backing of the B.C. Government with the final decision in the hands of Parliament.
Taseko Mines must literally drain an entire mountain lake for the project. The proposal has been met with threats of violence against
Taseko and the government. People have been quoted saying they are willing to give up their lives if it means stopping the project.
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Net Present Benefit
The Prosperity mine will generate immense benefits over 33 years,
though the ecosystem of Fish Lake will generate benefits indefinitely. The NPV calculation used by advocates to justify mine development is a fundamentally flawed approach. An NPV calculation returns the value that can be extracted by one party from the
asset over its entire lifespan, discounted to show its value today.
The benefits generated by Fish Lake as -is will be realized over an
immense timespan by many different groups of people. Therefore,
calculating a sum that the asset is worth to one party at a specific
point in time is not useful for comparing value.

Net Present Benefit
Prosperity is an undeniable opportunity: it is believed to be among
the largest undeveloped copper-gold deposits in Canada. The mine
has a pre-tax net present value of over $3 billion, and will keep cash
coming in for over 33 years. To put the scale of this project into
perspective, imagine 12 CN Towers made entirely of copper, with
a Boeing 747 made of gold flying overhead. Those are the weights
of the metals considered ‘recoverable’ at current commodity prices.

The costs in the NPV calculation are merely internal costs faced by
Taseko. The external cost of irreversible environmental damage is
not included, nor is the idea of long-term economic sustainability:
after 33 years, the mine is gone, as is the economic benefit. The
financial ‘wow’ factor of Prosperity is hollow and shortsighted;
making decisions with this framework is clearly unsustainable.
Eco vs. Econ
There are many other options that local governments can pursue
without such a major environmental impact. On July 15, 2008,
Volkswagen America announced that it would invest $1 billion
(U.S.) in a new manufacturing facility in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
This followed years of lobbying pressure put forth by local governments elated by Volkswagen’s decision. Volkswagen’s investment
is comparable to that of Prosperity’s capital expenditures, but the
Volkswagen plant will provide 2,000 jobs to Prosperity’s 375. Considering the multiplier effect of these jobs, the social returns on an
investment like Volkswagen’s are much more attractive.
While Williams Lake should not lobby specifically for a Volkswagen plant, the point is that the government should be pursuing
more sustainable options that add similar, if not greater, economic
value. It is not difficult to predict the economic outcome of the region once the gold and copper deposit has been fully exploited. An
economy built on a sustainable foundation is the optimal long-run
solution; an economy whose roots lie in a mine is fleeting at best.
Canada vs. The World
Canada is inarguably facing global competitiveness, productivity
and innovation issues. By placing a focus on improving the mining industry itself and by diverting resources to this sector, Canada
lines itself up for continued reliance on its most unsustainable and
polluting industry. If the Canadian economy is to improve via productivity and innovation, a competitive mining industry - though
lucrative in the short-term – is not the answer.
Productivity improvements should have a dual focus. First, emphasis should be on improving the productivity of Canada’s most
sustainable industries. Second, productivity should not be pursued
at the expense of important qualitative factors like pollution and
native rights. Prosperity, in its current state, gives Canada a chance
to realign its focus on productivity improvements. Rejecting its current development is an important first step for Canada to become
truly innovative and productive, not productive at face value.

On the other hand, the project would make use of a single lake.
Canada has no shortage of lakes, to be sure: the number is estimated between two and three million covering nearly 900,000 km2
– an area the size of Venezuela. Canada has more lakes than it can
count with any precision. Prosperity, however, is among the largest
copper-gold projects left in Canada – one of the last titanic deposits. Surely the value of a rare mine vastly outweighs the value of
one of a bounty of lakes.
Eco vs. Econ
The Williams’ Lake economy is weak, to put it mildly. Unemployment in the region was 12% in 2009, following the devastation of
the forestry industry by the mountain pine beetle. The 12% unemployment rate is double the provincial average, and puts Williams’
Lake in interesting international company: Colombia, Puerto Rico,
Iran, Ghana, Guyana and India all have unemployment rates of
12% or lower. Life in Williams’ Lake is not ideal right now.
The Canadian Parliament should see the tremendous economic
benefit that Prosperity can bring. The mine will create 375 jobs directly, with indirect jobs estimated at 325 person-years. The project
is estimated to contribute $340 million to provincial GDP annually.
Not only that, it will contribute revenue of $400 million and $43
million directly to the provincial and local governments, respectively, over the life of the mine. A considerable amount of money is
being reinvested directly in the affected area. To top it off, Taseko
has agreed to build and stock a substitute lake to offset the use of
the current one. Prosperity will provide significant economic benefit to a community that is in dire need of revival.
Canada vs. The World
Prosperity is not just a beacon of hope for Williams’ Lake and
B.C.: it is a substantial opportunity for Canada to maintain global
competitiveness. Canada is a resource nation, competing with the
natural endowments other nations so desperately desire. Unfortunately, the great Canadian mining giants – Inco, Falconbridge,
Alcan – have been sold off to the highest foreign bidder. Canada
has been increasingly unable to benefit from its own national competitive advantage.
Mining capital is skittish at the best of times, and the Canadian
government has proven less-than-predictable in its attitude toward
mining and foreign direct investment. Prosperity is the chance for
the federal government to finally take a strong, positive stance on
the future of this country. Prosperity should be the first step in supporting Canadian competitiveness and making amends for the loss
of iconic Canadian companies.
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Conversation – not confrontation –
presents opportunities
Regardless of the outcome (the federal government has since denied the project proposal as it stands), consideration of business
sustainability, in virtually every case, is not a conversation. Neither
side of the argument seem to care what the other has to say. One of
the pillars of communication and influence is to ‘know your audience.’ Both sides of the argument fail conclusively by this test.

future on an industry with a finite life – this is a ‘take it or leave it’
imperative with no room to compromise. Canada needs to reap the
benefits of a strong natural resources sector, especially if it wants
fund development in more sustainable industries like Clean Tech.

There is a fundamental misunderstanding that sustainability
means not exploiting resources and preserving the world entirely
as it was found: this, given present technology, is not realistic and
precludes any hope of reconciling social benefits and business incentives. That said, there is certainly potential for eco-efficiency
improvements in how the world exploits natural resources. Many
Net Present Benefit pits the economic benefits of the project against companies have begun moving this way in response to market
the longevity of the benefit. While true that an ecosystem will be pressures, but there is both muting and lag as pressure from the
severely damaged, the reality is that Taseko, government, and in- end consumer moves up the supply chain. If proponents of susvestors would prefer to get as much money now as possible to be tainability truly want to foster more sustainable business, then they
reinvested in other future endeavours – the so-called ‘time value must realize that cultural forces are not always enough, and that
of money.’ The argument for sustainability has ignored this funda- there must be a valid business case for the change. There is room
mental decision-making concept in arguing for an unquantifiable for sustainability advocates to collaborate with big business rather
benefit over an indefinite timeframe. The hollow promise of ben- than point the finger of blame. Decision-makers inherently respond
efits and threat of ‘external costs’ are far too vague and intangible more favourably to problems that carry proposals for specific soto make a compelling case.
lutions. Sustainability efforts
could benefit from a general
Eco vs. Econ highlights the subapproach to building a busiDecision Criteria
stantial economic benefits that
ness case.
• Potential to enhance profit (on a net present value basis)
Prosperity will bring to a strug• Low risk to upkeep
gling region. The response,
The future of sustainabil• Measurable progress toward goals of the solution
however, argues that the beneity must be about more than
• Source of continuous improvement
fits are not enough: not enough
who is correct. Those that
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fails to acknowledge that there
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is no alternative to Prosperity. Prosperity, in fact, provides
more money, more jobs, and more sustainability for the region than
the status quo: the argument that Williams’ Lake will benefit more
from other industries is undermined by the fact that other industries are not trying to enter the region.
Canada vs. The World presents an irreconcilable argument: with
Canada a resource nation, there is no question that the economy
can benefit, in the short-term, from exploitation of resources. The
real question that sustainability poses is if Canada should stake its

own language by building a
specific, tangible business
case for change. Businesses must likewise identify the concerns
of communities and work with them – not to appease them, but
to gain buy-in and unearth opportunities to enhance the business
venture. Respectful collaboration is the effective approach that has
largely been ignored. The average citizen, and even more so business, has little interest in the sensationalism currently used by activists. If society is to operate sustainably, sustainability must take
business and guide them on a walk, not line up as David against
Goliath in a fruitless tug-of-war.
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